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Background
Symptoms of heart failure are a late but strong predictor of adverse outcome in atrial switch patients. Long term adaptation of the systemic right ventricle and left ventricle is a complex process with modifications in ventricular volumes, mass, geometry and function, combined with fibrosis. These remodeling parameters need to be further investigated to guide difficult management strategies regarding medical, interventional and resynchronization therapy. In particular, we hypothesized that an adverse remodeling pattern based on geometric and functional parameters of both ventricles in atrial switch patients could be determined by CMR and differentiate symptomatic from asymptomatic patients. The subsequent study was to compare the remodeling parameters in patients to a normal population.
Aim
The aim of this study is to evaluate if the study of RV and LV volumes, mass, function and geometry can help in predicting adverse ventricular remodeling and subsequent symptoms in atrial switch patients.
Methods
Short axis cine loops and late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) studies were obtained by CMR in 31 atrial switch patients (21 asymptomatic, 10 symptomatic: NYHA>2) and 12 normal subjects. Clinical parameters, QRS duration on ECG and tricuspid regurgitation assessment in echocardiography for all patients were recorded. Indexed volumes, mass, ejection fractions, septal mass were measured in CMR. Volume, mass and volume to mass ratios were calculated for both ventricles. To assess ventricular geometry a basal CMR cine loop was selected for all subjects: perpendicular ventricular diameters (height: D H and width: D W ) in diastole and systole allowed to calculate distensibility indexes by subtracting ED and ES diameters in each direction. The ratio D H /D W defined a sphericity index summarizing ventricular shape in diastole and systole. Spherization of the ventricles during the cardiac cycle was defined as the percent difference between sphericity indexes. Systolic motion of the septum was scored as being: flat, toward the RV, toward the LV in proto systole or holo systole. LGE was classified as absent or present but focal or diffuse.
The comparison between groups for each parameter was made by ANOVA analysis. 
Results
Results are given for 3 groups: asymptomatic and symptomatic patients and controls and summarized in table 1. Patients had lower LV and higher RV volumes and mass compared to controls and symptomatic patients had significantly higher RV mass and volumes and lower RVEF compared to asymptomatic patients. The interventricular septum had a higher mass in symptomatic patients and RV to LV mass and volume ratios were significantly higher compared to the asymptomatic group. Concerning inter- 
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Journal of Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance 2008, 10(Suppl 1):A195 http://jcmr-online.com/content/10/S1/A195 ventricular dependance and remodeling: RV distensibility indexes were lower for the patients compared to controls and significantly lowest for the symptomatic group. Sphericity indexes showed that the systemic RV of symptomatic patients was "rounder" in shape in diastole and systole than the asymptomatic patients. The LV of asymptomatic patients had a similar pattern than the normal RV of controls (triangular shape becoming elongated in systole) whereas the LV of symptomatic patients is even more elongated. The symptomatic patients have a higher rate of inversed septal motion toward the LV (concave) in holo systole and a higher rate of LGE, particularly diffuse LGE compared to the asymptomatic group. Severe tricuspid regurgitation was present in 5 out of 10 symptomatic and in no asymptomatic patient.
Conclusion
The remodeling pattern of the systemic RV of symptomatic atrial switch patients determined in CMR by volume, mass and simple geometry indexes is marked by notable RV and septal hypertrophy, RV dilatation and holosystolic septal inversion with increased ventricular interdependance potentially explaining its spheric and dilated shape with low distensibility and a higher rate of tricuspid regurgitation and fibrosis.
